2018 J.O.L.T. Involvement Committee Descriptions
Involvement Committees are groups that help plan and conduct special parts of the J.O.L.T.
Leadership experience. Campers learn and demonstrate leadership skills using the
“experiential learning model” and the 4-H slogan - “Learn by Doing”. Each camper (youth and
adults) are requested to select their 1st, 2nd and 3rd choice.
Recreational Leadership: If you have a lot of positive energy, this is the involvement
committee for you. Committee members learn, adapt, organize & teach recreational
programming that highlights an assortment of new leadership exercises and activities
(Highly active and requires aptitude for fun, flexibility and teaching!).
A Healthier You: Teens face many obstacles in life today; creating a “healthier you” will
prepare you for success. This IC will lead the camp in morning energizers that get your blood
pumping and prepares you for the day. It will also help youth learn the importance of eating
healthy and adapting a better lifestyle for a stronger mind and body (Zumba lovers, healthy
snackers, and teens interested in a better you, join here!).
Community Service: Do you enjoy helping others? This involvement committee promotes
community outreach through community service projects. Be involved in actions that will
create positive change and build the community. Throughout the week, you will develop
projects that will be presented as camp wide community service projects. This rewarding
experience will allow you to develop ideas for projects to bring back to your organizations
(Caring individuals, people who want to make a difference in the world and the community
in which they live… we have a spot for you!).
S.T.E.M.: Campers will work as a team to explore the opportunities and mysteries of Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math. This IC will lead campers on a journey of discovery
through experimentation, innovation, construction, and calculation to solve problems that
are facing the world today (Engineers, scientists, and participants interested in hands on
learning are needed here!).
Improv: Improvisation is spontaneous performance. In this IC, we will learn skills that help
you think on your feet and react quickly to changing circumstances. Make sure to bring your
good sense of humor and wittiness to the table because this IC is full of fun learning
opportunities and great leadership experiences. You will be responsible for presenting
nightly skits that show the rest of the camp the humorous side of leadership. (Class Clowns,
Entertainers and Comedians you have found the one)
Fine Arts: It’s not just theater anymore! If you were born for the stage, whether it’s for a
simple play or a grand show, this I.C. is the one for you! In Fine Arts, you will get to let your
inner Grease Lightning shine. You will also be responsible for organizing, emceeing, and
participating in our annual JOLT Talent show.
Media Production: Content makers look this way because Media Production is for you! In
this I.C. you’ll be creating a camp collage, and newspaper, to present the last day of camp.

Along with that you’ll be in charge of presenting a clip show each night to recap the day’s
events. Last, but not least you will create a slide show CD, bringing together camp memories.
J.O.L.T Tank: Calling all inventors! JOLT Tank will help you find your inner creative and
entrepreneurship skills. This IC is responsible for inventing a product, and marketing that
product through commercials, posters, and models. At the end of the week JOLT Tank will
compete in front of the camp for the best product. (Lovers of shark tank, inventors, and
creativity)

